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By  letter of  4  February  1982  the  Political Affairs  Committee  requested 
authorization to draw  up  a  report  on  the draft  European  Act  submitted  by  the 
Gov~rnments of  the  Fedeial  Republic  of  Germany  and  the  Italian Republic. 
Authorization was  given  by  the  President  of  the  European  Parliament  in his 
Letter of  9  March  1982.  The  Co~mittee .on  Youth,  Culture,  Education, 
Information  and  Sport  was  asked  for  its opinion. 
At  its meeting  of  23-25  June  1982  the  Political Affairs  Committee 
appo~nted Mr  Croux  rapporteur. 
The  draft  report  was  considered  at  the  meetings  of  19-20 October  1982, 
19-21  January  1982  and  22-24  February  1983.  At  ~his meeting,  the  motion  for 
a  resolution  was  adopted  in  its entirety  by  roll-call  vote,  by  25  votes  to 9. 
The  following  took  part  in  the  vote:  Mr  Rumor,  chairman;  Mr  Haagerup, 
first  vice-chairman;  Mr  Croux,  rapporteur;  · Mr  Antoniozzi,  Mr  Balfe 
(deputizing  for  Mr  Lomas),  Mr  Barbi,  Lord  Bethell,  Mr  Bo~rnias, Mr  Cariglia, 
Mr  De  Pasquale  (deputizing  for  Mr  Pajetta),  Mr  Ephremidis,  Mr  B.  Friedrich, 
Mr  Gerokostopoulos  (deputizing  for  Mrs  Lenz),  Mrs  Gredal,  Mr  Habsburg, 
Mr  Hansch,  Mrs  H~nnerich,  Mr  von  Hassel,  Mr  Lalor,  Mr  Lynge  (deputizing  for 
Mr  Schieler),  Mr  Majonica  (deputizing  for  Mr  Klepsch),  Mr  van  Minnen 
(deputizing  for  Mrs  van  den  Heuvel>,  Mr  Mommersteeg  (deputizing  for 
Mr  Penders),  Mr  Moorhouse  (deputizing  for  Lady  Elles),  Mr  Newton  Dunn, 
Lord  O'Hagan,  Mr  Piquet,  Mr  Prag  (deputizing  for  Mr  Fergusson), 
Mr  Ripa  di  Meana  (deputizing  for  Mr  Zagari),  Mr  Romualdi,  Mr  Schall, 
Sir  James  Scott-Hopkins,  Mr  Seefeld  (deputizing  for  Mr  Brandt)  and  Mr  Segre. 
The  opinion  of  the  Committee  on  Youth,  Culture,  Educ~tion,  Information  and 
Sport  will  be  published  separately. 
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WP0169E  - 4  - PE  80.043/fin. A 
The  Political Affairs  Committee  hereby  submits  to  the  European  Parliament 
the  following  motion  for  a  resolution together  with  explanatory  statement: 
MOTION  FOR  A RESOLUTION 
on  the draft  European  Act  submitted  by  the  Governments  of  the  Federal Republic 
of  Germany  and  the  Italian Republic. 
The  European  Parliament, 
1 
having  regard  to  the draft  European  Act  submitted  to  the  Council  o~ 
6  November  1981  by  the  Governments  of  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany  and 
the  Italian Republic, 
having  regard  to  the  intervening  deliberations  on  this draft  in  the 
Council,  Commission  and  Parliament, 
drawing  attention to  the  interim  report  of  the  Political Affairs  Committee 
and  to  the  resolution  contained therein,  which  was  adopted  by  the  European 
Parliament  on  15  October  1982  1, 
having  regard  to  the  declarations  subsequently  made  before  the  European 
Parliament  by  the  Danish  and  German  Presidents  of  the  Counci.l  in  December 
1982  and  January  1983  respectively, 
having  regard  to  the  discussions  between  the  Council  and  the  Bureau  of  the 
European  Parliament  on  24  January  1983  pursuant  to  the  resolution of 
15  October  1982  and  concerning  the  further  corisideration  of  the  draft 
European  Act  and  the  implementation  of  the  institutional  resolutions 
adopted  by  Parliament  in  1981  and  1982, 
having  regard  to  the  report  of  the  Political  Affairs  Committee  and  the 
opinion  of  the  Committee  on  Youth,  Culture'  Education,  Information  and 
Sport  (Doc.  1-1328/82), 
OJ  No.  C 292,  8  November  1982 
WP0169E  - 5  - PE  80.043/fin. A.  noting  that  the  consideration of  the  draft  Act  by  the  Council  resulted  in 
a  minimum  Level  of  agreement  being  reached  on  a  number  of  points,  namely: 
-the need  to  strengthen and  extend  Community  policy  in the  social, 
economic  and  financial  fields, 
- the  strengthening  of  political  cooperation  and  the  widening  of  its scope 
to  include  a  number  of  political  and  economic  aspects  of  security, 
- the  definition of  new  areas  of  European  cooperation:  cultural  matters, 
harmonization  of  legislation,  action  against  international, 
transfrontier  crime, 
closer  correlation between  the  various  Community  and  political  functions 
of  the  Council  of  Ministers, 
-the role  of  the  European  Council, 
whereas  the  positions  adopted  on  a  number  of  the  above  issues  are still too 
vague  and  ill-defined and  whereas  no  agreement  has  been  reached  on  such  very 
important  matters  as: 
decision-making  and  voting  procedures  with  the  Council, 
-the powers  of  the  European  Parliament, 
- the  prospects  for  a  new  Treaty  on  European  Union, 
whereas  at  the  meeting  of  24  January  1983  it was  decided  to  hold  discussions 
between  the  Presidents  of  the  Council  and  the  Parliament  in order  to establish 
a  procedure  for  considering  Parliament's  views, 
B.  pointing  out  once  again  that  both  international  and  intra-Community 
political  and  socio-economic  circumstances  are  now  evolving  in  such  a  way 
that  further  delays  in  the  process  of  European  integration  cannot  be 
justified to the  peoples  and  citizens of  Europe, 
C.  confirming  that  the  draft  European  Act  should  be  seen  in  the  context  of 
recent  initiatives at  institutional  level  emanating  from  the different 
Community  Institutions:  Council,  Commission  and  Parliament, 
WP0169E  - 6  - PE  80.043/fin. D.  whereas,  in  connection  with  the  future  financjng  of  the  Community,  the 
institutional  functions  and  powers  of  the  Eurcipean  Parliament  are  becoming 
an  increasingly  important  issue, 
E~  .noting that  in  the  Last  few  months  the  European  Community  and  its 
institutions  have  entered  a  phase  in  which  it  has  become  a  matter  of 
urgency  and  of  vital  importance  for  the  Community  and  all  Member  States  to 
ensure  that  the  functioning  of  the  Community  institutions  is  improved, 
consolfdated  and  broadened  in  scope,  that  their  resources  are  adjusted  and 
used  more  effectively and  that  integration and  cooperation  take  plac~ more 
extensively  and  in greater depth, 
that  this  has  become  apparent  not  only  as  a  result  of  the  unfavoura~le 
social  and  economic  developments  which  have  occ~rred, particularly  with 
regard  to  unemployment,  and  the  needs  and  requisites arising  from  the 
impending  accession of  Spain  and  Portugal,  but  also  as  a  result  of  the 
increasingly  numerous  debates  on  the  internal  state of  the  Community:  the 
tasks  and  functioning  of  the  Council,  Parliament  and  Commission,  financial 
and  budgetary  problems,  Community  law,  the  internal  market  and  relations 
with  the  rest  of  the  world, 
that  the  European  Council  of  June  1983  will  therefore  be  of  vital 
importance  and  must  conclude  the  European  Act  as  a  contribution to  the 
achievement  of  European  Union,  a  prospect  which  was  intimated  by  the 
European  Council  as  early  as  1973  and  subsequently  on  repeated occasions, 
F.  drawing  attention  to  the  need  for  a  major  effort  to  educate  the  public  in 
the  various  Member  States on  the  exact  significance of,  and  the  necessity 
for,  European  cooperation  and  integration - at  institutional  as  well  as 
other  Levels  - wi~h a  view  to  protecting  the  rights  and  interests  of  the 
individual  more  effectively,  combating  unemployment  more  efficientl~,.and 
.  ~ 
safeguarding  the  role  of  Europe  and  the  peoples  of  Europe  in  the  world, 
WP0169E  - 7  - PE  80.043/fin. 1.  Calls  solemnly  upon  the  Council  to  bring  the  deliberations  on  the draft 
European  Act  to  a  swift,  constructive  and  forward-looking  conclusion  in 
su~h a  manner  as  to ensure  that  it does  not  merely  f6rmalize  what  has 
already  been  sanctioned  by  custom  but  represents  a  major  new  landmark 
along  the  road  to  European  Union; 
2.  Urges  that  the  decision  of  24  January  1983  by  the  joint meeting  of  the 
Council  of  Foreign  Ministers  and  the  Bureau  of  the  European  Parliament  be 
swiftly  and  effectively  implemented; 
requests  that  consultations  be  held  between  the  Presidents of  the 
Parliament  and  Council  to  ensure  that  decision-making  by  the  proposed 
contact  group  can  soon  commence; 
3.  Draws  attention to  the  fact  that  the  European  Act  must  be  seen  in  the 
broader  context  of  institutional  development,  as  proposed  by  the  European 
Parliament  in  its initiatives on  future  progress  in  this field; 
4.  Takes  the  view  that  the  Act  must  necessarily  be  accompanied  by  new 
Community  policies  in  the  social,  economic  and  financial  fields,  the  aim 
here  being  to  counter  the  economic  crisis  in  an  effective manner  and  to 
improve  the  prospects of  employment; 
considers  that  the  institutions  should  be  strengthened  and  improved  to 
provide  a  more  adequate  means  of  achieving  such  new  Community  policies; 
urges  also  that  in  this  context  the  financial  resources  and  budgetary 
policy  be  reviewed  and  adjusted; 
5.  Stresses  once  again  the  need  to  improve  the  operation of  the  Community
1 s 
institutions with  a  view  to  the  accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal; 
6.  Considers  it  indispensable  for  fresh  policies  and  the  enlargement  of  the 
Community  to  be  accompanied  by  an  increase  in  own  resources; 
WP0169E  - 8  - PE  80.043/fin. 7.  Feels that, where  the  Council's decision-making  procedure  is concerned, 
the  European  Act  should  not  depart  from  the  rules  laid down  in  the 
Treaties; 
8.  Makes  the  following  recommendations  to promote  and  guarantee  adherence  to 
the  Rules  Laid  down  in  the  Treaties on  the  Council's  decision-making 
procedures: 
(a)  implementation  of  the  resolutions  of  9  July  1981  adopted  by  the 
European  Parliament,  in particular:  the  requirement  of  justification 
for  a  claim  by  a  Member  State  that  an  issue  is of  'vital interest'; 
f  b  .  .  t.  1  use  o  a  stent1on  1n  vo  1ng; 
(b)  exclusion of  'vital interest•  claims  in  the  case of  implementation 
measures; 
(c)  broader  conferral  of  power  on  the  Commission  (Art.  155  of  the  EEC 
Treaty>;1 
(d)  the  introduction of  an  internal  Council  decision-making  procedu~e so 
that,  even  if a  new  fundamental  issue  is  claimed  to  be  of  'vital 
interest'  with  a  written  justification,  a  decision  can  be  taken  in 
~ccordance with  the  Treaties,  that  is to  say  after a  Limited  peri~d 
of  reflection,  after which  the  Council  is obliged  in  any  event ·to 
take  a  decision; 
(e)  in  the  absence  of  a  decision  by  the  Council  within  six  months  after a 
proposal  has  been  submitted  to  the  Council  by  the  Commission,  the 
organization of  conciliation between  the  Council,  Parliament  and 
Commission; 
9.  Affirms  that,  with  regard  to  the  role  of  the  European  Parliament,  the 
European  Act  must  take  account  of  the  resolutions  already  adopted  by 
Parliament  in 1980,  1981  and  1982; 
1  •1  HANSCH  report,  Doc.  1-216/81,  pp  28-31  (OJ  NO.  C 234,  14.9.81) 
WP0169E  - 9  - PE  80.043/fin. urges  that  the  resolutions  adopted  by  the  European  Parliament  on  the 
following  issues  be  brought  into effect  without  delay  during  the  first 
half  of  1983  by  means  of  a  joint declaration  by  the  Council,  Parliament 
and  Commission: 
Parliament's  right  of  legislative initiative1 
-the role  of  the  European  Parliament  in  the  negotiation and  ratification 
of  international  treaties  and  treaties of  accession2 
-the extension of  the  conciliation procedure3 
- relations  bet~een the  European  Parliament  and  the  Commission4; 
10.  Affirms  that  it attaches particular value  to  the  draft  European  Act  on  the 
prospects  for  a  new  treaty on  the  European  Union  and  requests  the  Council 
and  Commission  to  pay  particular attention  to this,  while  taking  account 
of  the  institutional initiatives already  taken  by  Parliament; 
11.  Confirms  the  need  for  continuous  reciprocal  contacts  and  consultations 
between  the  European  Parliament  and  the  national  parliaments  with  a  view 
to achieving  the  institutional objectives; 
1 
2 
Decides  to  create  suitable  procedures  and  channels  for  such  cooperation 
and  requests  its Bureau  to draw  up  proposals  to this effect  as  soon  as 
possible; 
recalls,  in  this connection,  its resolution of  9  July  1981  on  this 
5  matter  ; 
VAN  MIERT  report,  Doc.  1-207/81,  OJ  No.  C 234,  14.9.1981;  H~NSCH report, 
Doc.  1-216/81,  pp  28-31,  OJ  No.  C 234,  14.9.1981 
BLUMENFELD  report,  Doc.  1-685/81,  OJ  No.  C 66,  15.3.1982 
3  H~NSCH report,  Doc.  1-216/81,  pp  28-31,  OJ  No.  C 234,  14.9.1981 
4  REY  report,  Doc- 1-71/80,  OJ  No.  C 117,  17.4.1980 
cf  also  Commission  proposals  on  the  same  subjects,  Bulletin of  the 
European  Communities  3/82 
S  DILIGENT  report,  OJ  No.  C 234,  14.9.1981 
WP0169E  - 10  - PE  80.043/fin. 12.  Calls  for  greater efforts to  be  made,  in all  Member  States  and  through  the 
intermediary  of  all competent  European  and  national  institutions, .to 
educate  the  public  of  Europe  on  the  exact  significance of,  and  the  need 
for,  European  integration with  a  view  to consolidating the  Community's 
progress  towards  European  Union; 
13.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this  resolution to  the  Council,  the 
Commission  and  the  national  governments  and  parliaments  of  the  Member 
States of  the  Community. 
WP0169E  - 11  - PE  80.043/fin. 8 
EXPLANATORY  STATEMENT 
Part  1 
Origin  and  development  of  the  proposal 
The  draft  European  Act  appeared  in  the  wake  of  a  speech  given  in  Stuttgart  by 
the  Foreign  Minister  of  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany,  Mr  H.D.  Genscher,  in 
January  1981  in  which  he  expressed  a  wish  for  the  resumption  of  the  proc\~ss 
begun  in 1972  and  intended  to  Lead  to  European  union.  Shortly  afterwards, 
Mr  E.  Colombo,  Foreign  Minister  of  Italy,  speaking  in  Rome,  lent  his  support 
to the  initiative of  his  German  colleague,  but  stressed that  the  extension  of 
political, diplomatic  and  cultural  cooperation  between  the  countries of  Europe 
should  go  hand  in  hand  with  a  strengthening  of  the  European  Community  on  the 
basis  of  the  existing  Treaties. 
The  German-Italian proposal  prepared  jointly by  the  two  chancelleries  was 
forwarded  by  Letter  on  6  and  12  November  1981  to  the  other  Member  States,  the 
European  Parliament  and  the  Commission.  It  took  the  form  of  a  draft  Act 
followed  by  a  statement  on  economic  integration  (see  Annex  I)  (1).  The  draft 
act  falls  into  three  parts.  principles,  institutions  and  perspectives. 
On  19  November  1981  Mr  Genscher  and  Mr  Colombo  outlined the essential  features 
of  their proposal  at  a  special  sitting of  the  European  Parliament  at  which  the 
speakers  included  the  political groups•  spokesmen  and  Mr  Andriessen,  Member  of 
the  Commission  responsible  for  institutional matters.  At  that  sitting  the  two 
ministers  had  the  opportunity  of  explaining their  aim:  to consolidate  the 
developments  in  the  field  of  European  political  cooperation  since  the  reports 
delivered  in. Luxembourg  (1970),  Copenhagen  (1973)  and  London  (1981)  and  to 
bring  EPC  and  the  European  Community  closer together  within a  European  Union. 
(1)  Bulletin of  the  European  Parliament  No  50  of  15.12.1981 
WP0169E  - 12  - PE  80.043/fin. As  Mr  Genscher  said: 
'Our  initiative is  basically a  threefold one.  First, it must  spotlight 
the  prime  political objective of  European  unification.  Second,  the 
European  Act  must  establish  an  overall  framework  for  the  five  major 
institutional areas  of  cooperation.  We  thus  wish  to preserve  what  has 
been  achieved,  formalize  and  consolidate  unwritten  practices  of 
cooperation,  give  fresh  impetus  to  building  upon  past  achievements  and, 
more  than  anything  else,  strengthen the  cohesion  of  the  institutions  and 
foster  cooperation  between  them.  Consequently,  the  Act  contains  proposals 
aimed,  for  example,  at  developing  political  cooperation,  and  it calls for 
greater convergence  in the  decision-making  structures of  the  Community  and 
of  political 'cooperation  under  the  responsibility  of  the  European 
Council.  It  is particularly  important  to  strengthen  Parliament's 
decision-making  and  review  powers.  Another  major  objective  is to  improve 
the  European  decision-making  processes  in  general.  In  this  we 
particularly  urge  the  Council  to  revert  to  the  rule  of  majority  decisions 
provided  by  the  Treaties,  and  the  'vital interests'  should  be  pleaded  only 
in exceptional  circumstances.  Third,  all the  proposals that  I  have  just 
made  are  aimed  at  putting  together  what  has  so  far  been  achieved  in  the 
way  of  European  integration and  exploiting  the  scope  for  further 
development.  We  know  that  we  must  proceed  with  caution,  but  we  believe  it 
is absolutely essential  for  the political  and  economic  aspects  of  European 
secu~ity to  be  brought  within the  common  foreign  policy of  the  future.' 
For  his part  Mr  Emilio  Colombo  stressed  the  indissoluble  link  to  be 
established between  political  and  economic  matters  which  must  merge  together 
into  a  strategy  for  Europe.  He  defined  the  political  aspects  and  the  aim  of 
European  union  in  the  following  terms: 
'We  are  proposing  to  give  renewed  impetus  to  European  integration, 
strengthen the  institutions,  improve  the  decision-making  process  and 
promote  and  develop  the  pragmatic  process  of  political  cooperation  between 
our  ten countries with  the  aim  of  broadening political  cooperation  to take 
in  security,  culture  and  Law  enforcement  in  order to  move  towards  the 
basic  objective of  European  Union  by  following  a  comprehensive  approach  in 
which  the political,  social  and  economic  elements  will  complement  each 
other.' 
'WP0169E  - 13  - PE  80.043/fin. On  the  subject  of  interinstitutional  relations,  Mr  Colombo  referred  in  very 
clear  terms  to the extension  of  the  role  of  Parliament  envisaged  in the 
European  Act: 
'By  the  strength it derives  from  universal  suffrage,  Parliament  is part of 
our  design.  We  have  taken  heed  of  what  Parliament  wants:  this can  be  seen 
from  the  scope  of  the  proposed  measures  for  giving  Parliament  a  greater 
share  in  this  venture.  The  conciliation procedure,  which  is the  precursor 
of  Parliament's  right  to  be  involved  in  Council  decisions,  will  be 
extended'(1). 
The  proposal  featured  on  the  agenda  of  the  European  Council  meeting  in  London 
on  26  and  27  November  1981,  when  the  Heads  of  State  and  Government  invited  the 
Foreign  Ministers  to examine  the  proposal  and  report  back  to  them  at  a  future 
European  Council  meeting.  Consideration  of  the  proposal  by  the  Council  began 
under  the  six  months  term  of  office of  the  Belgian  Presidency.  An  ad  hoc 
working  party  consisting of  senior officials deputizing  in their personal 
capacity  for  ministers  and  under  the  chairmanship  of  Ambassador  de  SCHOUTHEETE 
was  set  up  and  met  for  the  first  time  on  19  January  1982.  After  a  number  of 
working  meetings,  an  interim  document  was  submitted  to  the  Council  of 
Ministers  on  23  February  1982.  According  to  certain press  reports,  the 
proceedings  of  the  working  party  took  place  in  an  atmosphere  of  optimism  and 
the  Belgian  Presidency  had  high  hopes  of  reaching  an  agreement  on  the draft 
Act  before  the  end  of  its term  of  office.  This  hope  was  not  to  be  realized 
and  the ministers,  meeting  on  24  May  and  Later  on  20  June  1982,  were  unable  to 
agree  on  a  joint text.  This  being  so,  it  was  decided  that  examination  of  the 
proposal  should  continue  under  the  Danish  Presidency,  the  working  party  being 
placed  under  the  Leadership  of  the  Danish  permanent  representative  to  the  EEC, 
Mr  Riberholdt.  The  ministers  further  agreed  that  the  matter  should  once  more 
be  raised at  Council  Level  when  the  German  and  Italian delegations  so 
requested. 
Having  been  instructed  by  the  Council  of  Ministers  to  make  a  statement  to the 
European  Parliament  on  the  work  carried  out  on  the  European  Act,  Mr  Olesen,  a 
Danish  minister  and  President-in-Office,  was  obliged  to  say  in  Strasbourg  on  7 
July  1982  that: 
(1)  See  the  reactions  of  the  political groups'  spokesmen:  Debates  of  the 
European  Parliament,  Annex  to  the  O.J.  November  1981,  p.  215  et  seq. 
WP0169E  - 14  - PE  80.043/fin. 'Examination  of  the draft  European  Act  has  given  rise to disagreements  and 
differences  of  opinion between  the  Member  States on  a  number  of  issues 
concerning  the  institutions, their procedures  and  their  relations  with  one 
another.  Some  will  regard  this  fact  as  being  lamentable  but  I  would  reply 
to  them  that all forms  of  international  cooperation  carry  a  risk  that  the 
states  involved  may  not  necessarily  agree  on  all  aspects  of  a  given 
question. 
Some  people  might  wish  to  see  changes  in  the  relations  between  the 
institutions while  others  may  consider that  the  institutions function  well 
under  the existing  arrangements.  Nonetheless,  the  Member  States are 
agreed  on  one  point,  namely  that  it is  necessary  to give  new  vitality and 
a  new  substance  to  cooperation  ( ••• )  I  doubt  whether  changed  institutional 
procedures  would  have  enabled better  results  to be  achieved  for  the· 
Member  States  and  the  Community'.  The  Minister  then  added:  'There  are 
risks  in  forcing  the  pace  of  progress  for  which  some  are  perhaps 
politically ill prepared.' 
One  cannot  avoid  being  struck  by  the  difference  in  tone  between  the  speeches 
of  the  two  ministers  who  devised  the  proposal  in  November  1981  and  that  of  the 
Danish  minister  whose  task  it was  eight  months  Later  to  report  to  the  European 
Parliament  on  the  progress  of  work  within  the  ad  hoc  working  party.  What 
happened?  What  were  the  major  stumbling  blocks  to discussion?  Before  going 
on  to  identify points  of  agreement  and  points  of  disagreement  within  the text 
under  discussion,  it may  be  helpful  to give  a  brief  description  of  the  general 
institutional background  against  which  discussions  on  the draft  Europea~ Act 
have  been  taking  place. 
Part  2 
The  general  institutional  background  of  the  European  Act 
The  concept  of  European  Union,  which  was  first  Launched  at  the  Paris  Summit  on 
21  October  1972,  and  which  was  to  be  achieved  by  the  end  of  the  80s  has  never 
been  defined  with  any  precision.  It still remains  more  a  force  of 
institutional momentum  based  on  pragmatic  considerations  than  a  predetermined 
constitutional objective.  The  TINDEMANS  report  made  a  contribution  whi~h 
could  have  played  a  decisive  part  in defining  European  Union  if  more  attention 
had  been  devoted  to it by  the  Heads  of  Government  who  had  originally 
commisssioned  it. 
WP0169E  - 15  - PE  80.043/fin. After  the direct elections  to  the  European  Parliament  a  twofold  effort  at 
institutional  revitalization  began.  In  the  Political  Affairs  Committee  and 
the  Subcommittee  on  Institutional  Affairs,  Parliament  set  out  to  formulate  a 
series of  proposals  intended  to  bring  progres~ in  interinstitutional  relations 
within  the  framework  of  the  Treaties.  So  it was  that  eight  resolutions  were 
therefore  adopted  by  Parliament  and  the  'Subcommittee  on  the  application of 
the  institutional provisions  of  the  Treaties'  is  now  seeking  agreement  with 
the  other  institutions on  a  definition of  a  procedure  for  translating  them  in 
practice. 
In  addition,  Parliament  decided  in  July  1981  to  set  up  a  standing  committee 
with  the task  of  making  proposals  for  amending  the  Treaties  and  advancing 
European  integration.  This  committee,  which  was  set  up  in  January  1980,  is 
now  continuing  its work  after piloting  through  Parliament  a  resolution  laying 
down  guidelines  in  July  1982. 
The  Commission  and  Council  have  also  been  considering  the  prospects  for 
revitalizing  the  Community.  In  October  1981  the  Commission  submitted  a 
communication  on  institutional  relations  and  subsequently  published  documents 
on  the  application of  the  conciliation procedure  to  Legislation  and  the 
ratification of  international  treaties.  The  Council  and  Commission  have 
entered  into discussions  with  Parliament  with  a  view  to securing  a  better 
balance  between  compulsory  and  non-compulsory  expenditure  and  thus 
streamlining  the  budget  procedure. 
In  addition,  following  the  Mandate  of  30  May  1980,  a  number  of  proposals  have 
b~en drawn  up  on  the  working  of  the  institutions.  During  the  British 
Presidency,  new  ground  was  broken  in  the  procedure  for  European  political 
cooperation  with  the  adoption  of  the  London  report  (December  1981). 
It  should  also  be  noted  that  the  French  government  made  a  number  of 
observations  on  institutional questions  in  its memorandum  of  7  October  1981  on 
the  reactivation of  the  common  policies. 
Paradoxically,  it  was  because  this multiplicity of  new  proposals  and  fairly 
limited  improvements  failed  to  measure  up  to  the  demands  of  those  who  were 
concerned  at  the  poor  functioning  of  the  Community  and  the  Lack  of  progress 
in  constructing  Europe  that  in  certain capitals it  appeared  necessary  to 
formulate  proposals  on  a  broader  scale. 
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The  worsening  economic  and  social  crisis bred  among  public  opinion  a 
feeling  of  doubt  as  to the ability of  the  EEC  to deal  with  the 
difficulties affecting  the  Member  States.  The  temptation to  resort  to 
protectionism gained  many  followers. 
The  prospect  of  enlargement  to  include  Spain  and  Portugal,  which  would 
expand  the  Community  of  Ten,  already  suffering  from  functional  problems, 
into an  even  more  heterogeneous  Community  of  Twelve,  came  closer during 
negotiations  but  without  any  solution  being  found  to the  institutional  and 
financial  problems  (decision-making  procedures,  financing  of  funds  and 
common  policies). 
The  growing  wave  of  pacifism  and  neutralism  in certain countries  of  the 
Community  gave  expression  to the  insecurity felt  by  an  increasing  section 
of  population  in  the  face  of  the  risks  of  nuclear  conflict. 
Faced  with  the  need  to  re-define  and  to defend  its specific  position  in  the 
Atlantic  Alliance,  the  Community  could  no  longer  continue  to  produce  its 
coordinated  and  sometimes  joint  diplomatic  proposals  without  including  in  them 
the  political aspects  of  security. 
In  addition,  the  Mandate  of  30  May  called  for  a  new  definition of  the 
importance  and  position of  the  common  policies,  the  means  of  financing  them 
and,  as  a  corollary,  the  contributions  of  each  of  the  Member  States. 
The  European  Act  proposed  by  the  German  and  Italian governments  may  be  seen  as 
an  attempt  to  codify  the  relations  between  the  institutions on  the  basis  of 
the  Treaties,  the  European  Communities  created  by  the  Treaties of  Paris  and 
Rome  and  institutions or  practices,  such  as  the  European  Council  and  European 
Political  Cooperation,  which  have  become  established  by  custom. 
The  proposal  refers  back  to  the  declaration made  at  the  European  Council 
meeting  held  in  the  Hague  on  29  and  30  November  1976  on  the  progressive 
construction of  European  union  and  in particular  the  goal  of  attaining  a 
common,  overall  and  coherent  political  view.  A further aspiration was  to 
extend  the  activities  of  the  Member  States to  new  fields  other  than  security, 
such  as  cultural cooperation,  legislation,  and  coordinated action against 
international  crime. 
WP0169E  - 1q  - PE  80.043/fin. In  order to  remove  all  ambiguity  as  to the  intention of  its authors,  the draft 
Act  is followed  by  a  statement  on  questions  of  economic  integration  which 
states that  the  realization of  European  union  requires  new  progress  in  the 
field  of  economic  integration within  the  framework  of  the  Community. 
Part  3 
Points  of  agreement  and  disagreement  between  the  Member  States  on  the  draft 
European  Act 
It  would  appear  that  between  the  'draft  European  Act'  prepared  jointly  by  the 
German  and  Italian governments  and  the  final  version  of  the draft(1)  discussed 
by  the  Foreign  Ministers  on  20  June  1982  a  number  of  changes  were  made  which 
have  in general  diminished  the  scope  of  the  Act.  It  is also clear that  the 
points  of  disagreement  which  form  the  subject  of  reservations  or differences 
of  interpretation between  certain delegations  and  in  some  cases  certain groups 
of  delegations  concern  matters of  central  importance  such  as  the  aims  of 
political cooperation,  the  Council's  decision-making  process  and  relations 
with  Parliament. 
a)  Points  of  agreement 
- As  regards  aims,  the  Ten  agree  on  the  need  to  'strengthen and  further  to 
develop  the  European  Communities  as  the  foundation  of  European  unification  by 
extending  existing  policies  and  formulating  new  policies  within  the  framework 
of  the  Treaties of  Paris  and  Rome'. 
They  are  also  agreed  on  the  need  to  promote  closer cooperation  in cultural 
matters,  the  harmonization  of  certain areas  of  Legislation  of  the  Member 
States  and  coordinated  action  against  international  crime. 
-As  regards  institutions,  the  role  of  the  European  Council  is  broadly  defined 
(to give  a  general  political  impetus  to  the  construction of  Europe,  to  provide 
general  political  guidance  for  the  Communities  and  EPC,  to discuss  matters 
concerning  European  Union,  to  initiate cooperation  in  new  sectors  of 
(1)  Information  from  certain well-informed  press  sources 
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relations).  The  draft  specifies that  where  the  European  Council  acts  in 
. matters  ·cori·cernin~i the  Europeao .C_omiJiunit_ies  it. shall  do  so ·as,t~~ ,Coyncil 
envisaged  ~nd~r the  tre~tie~.  The  European ·Countil:will  su~mit a  written 
report  to the  E'urope~m Parliament .following  each  of  its-meetings. and·,jn 
addition  ~n ~nn~al·report on  progress  achieved  towards:Eu~o~e~r  ~n~o~~~ 
As  fa~ a~'the  c6unc~l of  Ministe~s is  concerned~ the.ques~ion 9f.the ~ividing 
•  ',  •  '  ~- :l  •  • .'· :: ~  ;.  : 
.line between  C~mmunity measures  and  polit'ical· cooperat-ion  is-s~.t\tJeqdi,s 
follows: 
'  In  order to  narrow  the  gap  between  the  ·;nstitutional:,?PPara:~:!J.s.pf  the 
. Community  a·nd  that  of  political cooperation,· the  CouncH: ):ihal.~<de?:l  with 
matters .for ·which 'it is  responsible "t.inder  the  Treati:e$~ in ,acc:or,dance  with 
.  :~  .  .  . 
the  proce~ufes  ta~d'dowh by  the  lreaties  and~its  ~embersrshall~ in 
addition,  deal  in accordance  with  the  appropriate  procedur~s~with~all 
other matter arising  in connection  with  European  Union  and  in particular 
~atters  toncernin~ Europeari  politi~a~ cooperationt  •  ...  ··.  .,  .. ···- ',.., 
-As regards  the matters  covered  in the-draft  Act,  four.chapters~deah in 
succe~s~on with'the  Europea~ Communities,  fbreign policy,  c~ltural ~Qoperation 
and  the  harmo~~zation of  laws. 
The  account  of  the  common  policies already  set  up  and  now  to  be  strengthened 
within  t'he  framework  of  the Communities  contains  no .innovat:ions,·goir:Jg,  beyond 
the  final  statements  made  at  the  recent  meetings  of  the  Europe~_n  Co.y.~.1:il: 
overall  economic  strategy, greater economic  discipline,  strengthening of  the 
EMs·,  solving  structural  problems  in  less well-off  regions.,<.CQR)m.qr,~  qc:>Tmercial 
pollcy,  c:levelop.merit  cooperation ·pol icy,  completion of.the  :-inter~a.l.market,. 
continuation of  development  of  the  CAP,  industrial strategy, -s<;>lidarity  in the 
field of energy,  research,  regions  etc •••• 
As  regards  the"bther three  sectors·~ it would  seem  that. the  r_epr.esert~tives of 
the States confined  themselves  to. agreei.ng. on.  ·fairLy  ca.uti9US.  fc;>r:-mul.as 
codifying  present  practice  in  the:· field: of  diplomatic. CQ.ppera:t-:ip_n,.,  extending 
cooperation to cultural matters  and  calling for  the  harmonization  of  laws  in 
civil and  commercial  matters  together  with  cooperation  in matters  concerning  .  .  - '  . 
judicial proceedings. 
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With  reg•rd to the aims  of  political  cooperation,  it is now  agreed  that  the 
Ten  discuss certain political and  economic  aspects  of  security.  This  confirms 
and  even  lends  greater  force  to the  London  report  of  December  1981.  Whereas 
the London  report  envisages  a  pragmatic  approach  which  would  enable certain 
key  foreign policy matters,  including  the political aspects  of  ~ecurity, to  be 
discussed within the political cooperation  framework,  the draft  of  20  June 
1982  speaks  of  the  formulation  and  adoption  of  common  positions  and  common 
measures  based  on  closer consultation  in the  external  policy field,  including 
the  coordination of Member  States'  positions on  the political aspects  and 
·  certain economic  aspects of  security.  However,  certain delegations objected 
to political cooperation  being  reinforced  by  the  formulation  of  a  common 
foreign policy,  and  this  represents a  step backwards  from  a  declaration  issued 
by  the  European  Council  in November  1976,  which  spoke  of  a  'common  external 
policy' • 
. The  question of  voting  procedures  within  the  Council  was  at  the  centre  of  the 
Council's discussions of  20  June  1982.  While  the  members  of  the  Council 
agreed  on  a  statement  that  'the application of  the decision-making  procedures 
laid down  in the Treaties of  Paris  and  Rome  is essential to improve  the 
ability of  the  European  Communities  to function',  they  were  unable  to  reach 
unanimous  agreement  on  which  of  four  alternative  formulae  to adopt: 
<a>  'The  Presidency shall put  matters  to the  vote  where·the  Treaty  so 
requires'; 
(b)  sentence  (a)  followed  by:  'it being  understood  that  the  vote  shall  be 
postponed  if one  or more  Member  States  so  request  invoking  the  need  to 
safeguard a  vital national  interest'; 
(c)  sentence  (a)  followed  by:  'it being  understood that  the  vote  shall  be 
postponed  if one  or more  Member  States so  request  invoking  the  need  to 
safeguard  a  national  interest directly  related to the  subject  under 
·discussion,  which  they  shall  confirm  in writing'; 
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(d)  sentence  (a)  followed  by:  'it being  underis~Oo'c(thailt.:the vote  shall be 
'  ... ·.·· 
postponed  if one  or more  Member  States so  request~in~oking the  need  to 
safe'guard  a  vital national  interest~. whi~h they.s.hall  substantiate  i.n  writing. 
Where  this is the  case,  the  matter  shall·be  included  o~ the  agenda  of  the  ne~t 
meeting  of  the  Council  which  shall  take  a  dec4si6"~thereon'. 
The  emergence  of  these  four  variants  representing the  positions·of each  of  the 
four  groups  of  countries  gives  cause  for  concern~  It  is apparent  that  since 
the crisis of  June  1965  and  the  Luxembourg  'agreement.to disagree'  of  ~anuar~ 
1966,  the  same  differences of  opinion  continue  to exist  in  relation to one  o~ 
the major  provisions of  the  Treaties.  On  18  ~ay 1982·,  in taking  a  decis~on to 
put  a  matter  to  the  vote  in accordance  with  the-Treaties but  in  breach Df  a 
custom  followed  since  1966,  the  Belgian  P~e~i~ency:sutceeded in  having.the 
CounciL  adopt  the  agricultural  prices. for  the  following  marketing  year  by  a 
qualified majority.  Certain delegations  considered, it necessary at  that  time 
to  state that  the  vote  of  18  May  could  not  be  considered  as a  precedent  that 
might  call  into question  the  'spirit of  the:Luxembou~g compromise' •.  Since  as 
far  as  the  Commission  and  certain other delegatiOns  were  concerned  this custom 
had  no  legal  force  and  the  Treaties  alone.were  validly applicable, it was 
inevitable  that  a  fundamental  divergence on  the·essenti~l nature  of  voting 
within  the  Council  would  appear  during  the'proceedings  regarding  the  European 
Act. 
Your  rapporteur's opinion  is  that  the  ~nly  ·interpreta~ion that  is  legally 
correct  and  politically desirable  is the  following:.·· 
'The  Presidency  shall put  matters  to  the  .... vote  where  the  Treaty  so 
requires'. 
If absolutely  necessary  in order to obta1n .an  agreement  which  at  the  time 
seems  somewhat  elusive,  the  rider  <'it·being  understood  that  the  vote  will  be 
postponed  if one  or more  Member  States  so 'request  invoking  the need  to 
safeguard  a  vital national  interest,  ~hich  ~hey shall  substantiate in 
writing.  Where  this is so,  the  matter shall be  included on  the  agenda  of the 
next  meeting  of  the  Council  which  shall take  a  decis~on thereon')  would  be 
acceptable  if its effect  were  to defer  the  decision  ~ecause of  particularly 
serious  circumstances  which  were. formalty_substantiated by  the  state 
concerned.  While  it is  necessary  to  be  realistic about  the  distance  between 
WP0169E  - 21  -.  PE  80.043/fin. the  po·s~iti·o,s··of·certaih states as  regards  the  aims  of  European  integration, 
of  whi··c·h·  th.ao  voti.ng  procedure  is one  of  the  most  po~;~-rfu-L" c'~mponents, 
Par l i a'm·ent~ cahno't  affo'rd to ·compromfse  on  c'bmpl'i an'ce· with  the  Treaties which 
the  abu's'e'  ;of'  <f:h·e  veto has  at ready  di l~.ited· fa'r  too much. 
- Relations  with  the  European  Parliament 
and  it~ role  in  institutional  relations  are dealt  with  in  a  particularly 
detailed section of  the  German-Italian draft  Act.  Paragraph  1(3)  states that 
the  'Heads  of  State  and  Government  re-affirm  the  central  importance  attaches 
to the  European  Parliament  ih the development  of  the  European  Union,  an 
importance  which  must  be  reflected  in  its participatory  rights  and  control 
functions'.  Eight  practical  improvements  are  proposed  concerning: 
(a)  the  matters  which  Parliament  may  debate, 
(b)  the  submission  of  a  report  by  the  European  Council, 
(c)  the  action  taken  by  the  Council  on  Parliament's  resolutions, 
(d)  the  consultation of  Parliament  before  the  appointment  of  the  President  of 
the  Commission  and  the  investiture debate, 
(e)  the extension of  the  conciliation procedure, 
(f)  the  rights  of  Parliament  in  relation to  the  conclusion of  treaties of 
association or accession, 
(g)  the  legitimacy  of  Parliament's  resolutions  on  fundamental  rights, 
(h)  contacts  between  the  European  Parliament  and  the  national  parliaments. 
While  containing  no  spectacular  innovations  aimed  at  giving  Parliament  a 
predominant  position  in  the  institutional dialogue,  these  p~oposals as  a  whole 
at  Least  have  the  merit  of  opening  discussion on  a  series of  practical points 
not  requiring  any  revision  of  the  Treaties.  It would  appear  that  the text 
under  discussion  on  20  June  1982  is generally  speaking  a  substantial  step 
backwards  in  comparison  with  the  German-Italian  proposal  and  includes  a  Large 
number  of  bracketed  alternatives  reflecting disagreement  by  one  or  more 
WP0169E  - 22  - PE  80.043/i'ina delegations  ~ith the  formulae  proposed.  Parliament  should  protest  at  ihe  f~ci : 
that it was  not  c6ns~lted at  ahy  time  ~n-the drafting of  that ·part  of  the 
proposal  which  directly  concern·s  it.· It' should  moreover  be  pointed  out  that 
that  part  was  drafted and  discus~ed not  ~ithin the  ~d hoc  working  party  urder 
the  chairmanship  of  Mr  de  SCHOUTHEET~  b~t .by  the  General  Affairs Group  (~A~) 
uhder  the  authority of  the Committee  6f  Permanent  Representatives  <1>.  The 
meagreness  of  the  results obtained  and  the  ne~aitve attitude of  certain 
delegati6ns  towa~ds ~he  Europ~an Parliament  and  its role  iri  relati6ns  between 
< 
the  instit~tions·are inconsisteht  with  the  ~eclarations of  the  European 
CounciL  and  rep·resent  a  faiLure  to take  full  account  of the  in~portance of  the 
elections  to  the European  Parliament  by  direct  universal  suffrage  in  June  1979. 
Part  4 
Conclusions  of  the  rapporteur  ._  j 
1.  Assessment  of  the  nature  and  aim  of  the  proposal  for  a  European .Act 
Now  that,  through  the  work  of  the  Committee  on  Institutional  Affairs,  it is 
e~~aged in a  process  aimed  at  extending  the. Tr~aties, it  i~  Legitimate  for 
Parliament  to ask  whether  thete is  a~y need  for  a  European  Act  in the  for~ 
proposed  by  the  German  and  Italian  governments~  Does  the  idea  of bringing 
together  in an  over~ll framew6rk  the  ex~sting  Eu~opean·communities and 
intergoverrimental  bodies  such  as  the  EPC  minister~ and  the  European  Coun~il 
not  entail  the  risk of  accentuating  tlie  predominance  of  the  latter over  the 
former  thus  diminishing  the  already  very  small  proportion of  supranation~l 
pow~r flowing  from  the  Treaties of  Paris  and  Rome? 
\ 
This  concern  is justified if  we  recall  all the  many  attempts  through~ut the 
history  of  Europe  as  a  Community  aimed  at  restoring  the  intergovernmental 
element  to  relattons between·the  Member  States •.  In  the  present  case  it would 
seem  that  the  two  authors  have  built  into their proposal  a  number  of 
safeguards  with  the  aim  of  strengthening  the existing  Communities.  It  is 
furthermore  significant  to  note  the  addition of  a  'draft  statement  on  · 
questions  of  economic  integration'  which  dispels  possible fears  that  a 
~ 
1  When  the  Presidency  passed  to  Denmark  on  1·  July' 1982,  the  relevant  P,art  of 
the  proposal  was  taken  up  by  the  ad  hoc  working  ~arty under  the 
chairmanship  of  Mr  RIEBEHOLD. 
.•· 
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amount  to  escapism  on  the  part  of  governments  seeking  to  compensate  for  their 
inability to  make  progress  on  the  economic  integration of  the  Community  in  a 
climate of  crisis.  The  German-Italian  initiative, then,  avoids  Laying  itself 
open  to  such  a  charge  and  is essentially characterized  by  a  desire to  be  seen 
to  be  making  real progress  by  a  public  which  is becoming  increasingly 
concerned  at  the difficulties encountered  in  the  building of  Europe.  The 
psychological  effect  of  a  formal  Act  would  be  considerable  if it confirmed the 
irreversible  commitment  of  ten States to  an  ever  closer solidarity despite  the 
difficulties and  illusory  temptations  of  going  it alone. 
Thus  the  extension  of  European  cooperation  in the  fields  of  security,  culture 
and  fundamental  rights  has  an  importance  that  needs  to  be  stressed  on  account 
of  the  urgent  need  to achieve  progress  with  the  Europe  of  the  citizen 
alongside  the  Europe  of  the  producers  and  businessmen. 
The  German-Italian proposal  is  pragmatic  and  realistic  in that  it suggests  a 
series of  measures  which  could  be  adopted  by  simple  consensus  without  amending 
the Treaties.  It  therefore  appears  as  a  transitional  measure  capable  of  being 
put  into  immediate  effect  and  achieving  some  small  measure  of  progress  which 
would  serve  the  Member  States as  a  base  from  which  to proceed  once  more 
favourable  conditions  so  allow,  in order to help  Europe  make  the  qualitative 
Leap  in  the  federal  direction  which  Parliament  prefers.  If  considered  less  as 
the  culmination  of  European  Union  and  more  as  a  means  that  can  be  applied  now 
towards  the  ultimate  aim  of  European  Union,  the  Genscher-Colombo  plan  was 
indeed  worthy  of  the  attention of  the  Ten. 
2.  Assessment  of  the  procedure  adopted  and  results  so  far 
Having  been  greeted  by  most  of  the political  groups  in  the  plenary  debate  on 
19  November  1981  as  a  useful  beginning  that  needed  to  be  enlarged  upon  and 
strengthened,  the  German-Italian  proposal  has  in  fact  been  very  considerably 
watered  down  over  the  six  months  work  of  the  ad  hoc  working  party entrusted 
with  the  task  of  drawing  up  proposals  on  the  basis of  the draft  Act  for 
submission  to  the  Foreign  Ministers.  The  numerous  divergences still existing, 
as  discussed  above,  indicate that  there  is no  consensus  among  the  Ten  to 
achieve  progress  on  European  Union. 
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impatient  at  the  need  to  consolidate  and  develop  European  unification at a 
.  time  when  it is  more  necessary .than  ~ver to  cope  with  the  worl.d  e c nnorn i c ·' 
crisis and  lace  up  to  the political  and  diplomatic  challenges  which  our 
countries  ~re unable  to  overcome  on  their own. 
It therefore  behoves  Parliament  to define  its position  on  the proposal  for 
revitalizing  European  union  which  must  not  be  'buried'  in  the  manner  of  so 
many  other proposals  which  merited greater attention. 
·*The  work  of  the  ad  hoc  working  party  must  be  continued  and  the  results 
noti.fied  to  Parliament  so  that  i.t  may  be  informed  of  the  esserytial  featur~s of  ,. 
the  proposal  before  (if  such  is the  case)  it  is  adopted  by  the  representatives 
of  the  Member  States.  Parliament  will  deliver its opinion  by  m~ans of  a  ~ote 
on  the  draft  European  Act  once  it  can  be  considered  as  a  basis  for  an 
agreement  between  the  ten  Member  States. 
*In addition,  Parliament  must  be  informed  through  its Political  Affairs 
Committe~ 6f  work  relating  to  its  own  role  in  European  Union.  To  that  end, 
the  Pre~ident-in-Office of  the  Council  is ·requested  to  report  t6  the  Poli~ical 
Affai~s  Com~ittee on  the  state of  progress  of  work  on  the  appropriate  chapter 
of  the  draft  Act.  The  Political  Affairs  Committee,  and  in particular its 
sub-committee  on  the  application  of  the  institutional  provisions  of  the 
T~eatie~, must  be  in  a  position t6 verify  that  the  eight  instituti6nal 
resolutions  adopted  by  Parliament  in  July  1981,  November  1981  and  F~br~ary. 
1982  are  taken  into  acco  unt  by  the  ad  hoc  working  party  in the  course  of  its 
.work. 
*Without  prejudging  any  conclusions  that  may  be  reached  by  the  governments, 
Parliament.should  reassert  the  views  which  it  has  always  advocated  with  regard 
to  the  me~hod of  decision-making  within  the  Council,  namely  the  application of 
the  Treaties,  which  in  a  certain  number  of  cases  provide  for  voting  by  a 
qualified  majority. 
To  take  account  of  the  present  political  realities  an~ the  fundamental 
differences  among  the  Ten  on  this topic,  your  rapporteur proposes  that 
Parliament  should  declare  itself  ready  to  consider  acceptable  the  formula 
proposed  by  certain states which  provides  that  'the Presidency  shall. put 
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the  vote  may  exceptionally  be  postponed  where  one  or  more  Member  States  so 
request  invoking  the  need  to  safeguard  a  vital  national  interest, which  they 
shall  substantiate  in  writing.  Where  this  is  the  case,  the  matter  shall  b~ 
included  on  the  agenda  of  the  next  meeting  of  the  Council  which  shall  take  a 
decision thereon'. 
Addressing  the  European  Parliament  on  14  October  1982  during  the  debate  on  th& 
interim  report  on  the draft  European  Act,  Mr  GENSCHER  and  Mr  COLOMBO  took  the 
opportunity of  giving  their own  assessment  of  the  progress  made  by  the  Council 
following  its meeting  of  20  June  1982.  They  reiterated the points on  which 
agreement  had  been  reached- notably  the  role  of  the  European  Council  and  the 
concept  of  a  'single'  ministerial  Council  dealing  both  with  Community  affairs 
and  with  problems  of  political  cooperation  - and  the  points  on  which  there  was 
disagreement,  such  as  voting  procedures  within  the  Council  and  the  role of  the 
European  Parliament.  On  the  latter subject,  the  two  ministers expressed  very 
constructive  views  which  are  worth  quoting.  Mr  GENSCHER  made  it clear,  for 
instance,  that  'the Government  of  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany  is  convinced 
that  the  European  Parliament  has  a  vital  role  to  play  in  the  development  of 
European  Union  ( ••• ).  In  the  future  I  shall  therefore  continue  to press  for  a 
strengthening of  the  role  of  this  Parliament'~  He  pointed  out  that  the 
Assembly's  own  resolutions  had  been  used  by  the  two  governments  as  the  basis 
for  the  proposals  in  the  German/Italian draft  concerning  the  role  of  the 
European  Parliament.  He  then  went  on  to  say  that: 
'Mr  Colombo  and  I  will  do  our  utmost  to  convince  our  partners  that  the 
role  of  Parliament  must  be  strengthened  in  anticipation of  the  forthcoming 
European  elections  in  two  years'  time.  We  are  not  interested  in  hasty 
compromise  solutions.  We  are  concerned  with  practical  improvements  and  the 
creation of  a  political  situation which  will  give  the  European  Parliament,  in 
the  eyes  of  the  public,  the  status that  is  due  to  the  directly elected 
representatives  of  our  peoples.  We  will  hold  fast  to this goal  and  trust  that 
this  House  will  bring  its  influence  to  bear  to  win  over  those  who  are  still 
vacillating to  support  our  proposals'. 
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'Our  aim,  which  is  incorporated.in the  decisions  of  the  European  Summit  in 
Paris  in 1974,  is to confer  on  the  European  Parliament  the power  of political 
sanction with  respect  to  the  Council.  This  is  an  aim  that  falls  within  the 
scope  of  the  democratic  debate  between  the  executive  and  the  legislature,  a 
prerequisite  of  which  is the  exercise  by  this  Parliament  Of  real  power  in the 
joint  decision-making  process'. 
While  we  cannot  but  welcome  the  stand  taken  by  these  two  ministers,  one  of 
whom  will  be  President-in-Office of  the  Council  for  the first  six  months  of 
1983,  we  must  nonetheless  face  up  to the  possibility of  the  Council  being 
permanently divided  by  certain delegations. 
If there  is permanent  disagreement  among  the  Ten,  h6w  are  we  to  proceed? 
*If  for  Lack  of  a  unanimous  agreement  between  the  Ten,  the  German-Italian 
proposal  cannot  be  realized,  then  in view  of  the  pressing  need  for  progress 
European  solidarity  in vital  fields  of  common  interest  such  as  security, 
monetary  stability,  the  fight  against  unemployment,  and  Legal  and  cultural 
affairs,  Parliament  will  have  to  turn  its thoughts  to  an  idea  to  which  the 
present  paralysis  inescapably  leads:  namely,  the  possibility  of  the  Member 
States  which  are  most  aware  of  the  urgent  need  for  common  action  banding 
together  in  an  enterprise  which  one  or more  Member  States  may  find it 
inopportune  to  join.  The  aim  would  be  to  adapt  to the  present  situat~on the 
suggestion  made  by  Leo  Tindemans  in  his  report  to  the  European  Council  on 
European  Union  (Chapter  III paragraph  2  'a new  approach'): 
'It must  be  possible to  allow  that: 
- within  the  Community  framework  of  an  overall  concept  of  European  Union 
as  defined  in  this  report  and  accepted  by  the  Nine, 
on 
- and  on  the  basis of  an  action  programme  drawn  up  in  a  field decided  upon 
by  the  common  institutions,  whose  principles  are  accepted  by  all, 
(1)  those  States  which  are  able  to progress  have  a  duty  to  forge  ahead, 
(2)  those  States which  have  reasons  for  not  progressing  which  the  Council, 
on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  acknowledges  as  valid do  not  do  so, 
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assistance that  can  be  given  them  to  enable  them  to catch  the  others  up, 
-and will  take part,  within  the  joint  institutions,  in assessing  the 
results obtained  in  the  field  in question.' 
The  application of  such  an  approach  to the  fields  of  potential cooperation 
outside  the  areas  covered  by  the  Treaties  can  only  be  considered  as  a  last 
resort.  But  it cannot  be  excluded  from  the  range  of  matters  under 
consideration  by  those  who  regard  as  an  abuse  of  power  the  possibility  of 
blocking all progress  by  one  or  more  Member  States  notwithstanding 
undertakings  which  they  have  given  and  contrary  to  solemn  declarations 
published  on  a  number  of  occasions  by  the  European  Council.  The  problem  is 
one  which  involves  the  credibility of  the  whole  Community,  which  to public 
opinion  appears  to  be  less  and  Less  capable  of  delivering  its promises  and 
attaining its aims. 
It  is  important  to  understand  that  this  approach  is  suggested  with  the  aim  of 
improving  the  way  in  which  the  Community  institutions  function.  The  intention 
is  not  to penalize one  or  more  states which,  because  of  the  weakness  of  their 
economies  and  their structural underdevelopment,  are  unable  to  join with  their 
partners  in  the  pursuit  of  common  policies.  The  purpose  is rather  to 
introduce  a  system  which  would  discourage  states  from  jeopardizing  the  smooth 
functioning  of  the  Community  and  obstructing  its development  by  refusing  to 
cooperate  in  the  movement  towards  integration. 
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DRAVT  F.UROP~~N ACT 
aubmlttcrt  by  the" ~overnmont.H or  tho  t'cdcrll1  IC••JIIIhl ic  uf  ~~t·raa.my 
and  t.he 
Italian Government 
6  November  1981. 
The  Heads  or State ind  Gov,ernment:  o~ the  ten memb•r States of the 
European  CommuniUea,  meeting· within  the European  Council, 
resolved  to  continue  the  work. begun with  the Treaties of Paris 
and  Rome  and to creati 1  united  Eui"'pl capable of assuming  Its 
rosponslbllltles  In  the  world  and  of rendering the International 
contribution  commenturate  with  Its  traditions  and  Its  mission,. 
considering  what  has  been  achieved  In  the  construction  of 
Eui"'pe  In  the  spheres  of . economic  lntegr1tlon  1nd  potftlc11 · 
co-operation,  11  well  11  the  political ob)tctlvll of the Commun• 
ltY,,  which  enjoy  the  bro1d  support of the ·democrltlc forces  In 
Europe,  , 
convinced  that  the  unification of Europe  In freedom  1nd  respect 
for  Its  diversity  will  enable It  to make  progress and  develop Its 
culturi and  thus contf'lbute to  the maintenance of equilibrium In 
the world  and to the pnurv1tlon of place, 
•  PI"'C ..  dlng  from  the  foundation  of respect  fo,.  b.slc 
0  right•  11 
exprtutd  In  the  ltwt  or the  Community  and Ita member States 
u  well  ••  In  .the  Eur"opean  Convention  fa,.  the  Protictlon  of 
Hum1n  Rights tnd Fundamenttl  Fretdoms, 
• 
dttef'mlntd to work together ror demoe,.acy,  the human  and bufc 
rights 1nd notably for the.dlgnlty,  freedom  and equallty·of mtn, 
II wtU II for  SOCII!  justice, 
aware  of  th• internttlontl  responsibility  devolving  upon·~eu,.,._ 
$y virtue of Itt level  of clvlllzttfon,o Itt 
0 economic  strength, 1nd 
Its  menlfold  lfnkt  wloth  th•  States  1nd  n•tlons  ot  othe,. 
continents, 
unofficial  t~anelation 
ANNeX.  I 
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~nvlnced that  tht  oecul"lty  of  Europe  must 1110 be guaranteed 
by. Joint  action  In  tho field of security pollc:y  which  at the ..  ,. 
tlmt  h&lps  to  maintain  the  common  security of the  partnert In 
the Atllntlc  Alll•nce, 
•  In  accord  with  the  decisions  tnken  by  the  Heldt ·of St1te and  . 
Government  of  the  membtr  Statet of the Europun Communities 
In  P1rls  on  21  October 1972  1nd  the Document on  the  Eu~pean 
Identity  pubtfsh&d  by  the  Foi"Gign  Ministers  on  14 December 
1973, 
mindful  of the  statement  made  by  the  European  Council  in  The 
Hogue  on  29/30  Novomber  1976  concerning  the progressive con• 
struc~lon of'  European  Union,  ond  In  particular the goal,  set by 
tht Haedt of St1te end  Government,  of estebllshtng  &  comprehen•  .  . 
alvo and  coheront common  polltlcGI  approach, 
reaffirm  their  political  will  to  dflv~lop  tho  whole  c:ompltlC  !Jf  the roll· 
tlons of'  their States  ond  ~~:re&te  i  EU R,OPEAN  UN ION.  To this end  they 
have  formulated  thl!l  folfowlne·  prlnc:lplet. of  a  EUROPEAN  ACT  11  1 
further  contribution  to  the  Gl'tabllehment  of  the  EUROPEAN  UNION: 
Pert One:  Prlnelples 
1.  Our  p~aopln ci!Cptct  the  procen of  EuropGU!In  unlfiCitlon  to  con· 
tlnuo  and  to bring Increasing  solidarity and  Joint  action.  To  thfs 
•nd  the  construction  of a  united  Europe needs  1  firmer  orlent~­
tlon  to Its  political  obJective,  mMe  effective declslon;.making  struc· 
tures,  es  welt  4HI  11  comprehensive  political  and  legal  framework 
capable  or  development.  The  EUROPEAN  UNION  to  be  created 
atep by  step will  be an  ever ctour union  of the  European  people 
and  States  bued on  genuine,  tfrectlve  solidarity  and  common 
Interests,  and  on  the  equ&Uty  of  the  rlghtt 1nd obtrgatlons of 
Itt members . 
2.  D•slrlng  to  consolidate .the  polltlc.al  1nd economic  progrDII alreldy 
IChlevtd  towards  the  EUROPEAN  UNION,  tho Holda of Stitt and 
Government endoru tf'UD  following  otm.s:  . 
to atrengthen and further develop the European Communities 
111  the  foundation  of  Europctln  unlffcatloft,  In  accordance 
with  the Treaties of'  Paris end  Rome,  · 
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""  to en•ti.le member  St&tlllG,  through  m common  foreign  policy, 
to  oliiSSume  )oint  posltlonll  lllnd  take  joint .action in worlcl 
affairs  so  thDt  Euf'O\Oa  will  be Increasingly able w DGGUI'OO 
tht!  lnternatlonel  roiGI  dra'lloivlng  upon  It bY.  vlrtulll  @'(  Ito 
KOncmfc  ond  politic&!  lmpofiance, 
the  co-ordination  oi'  llecurity  policy  and  tho  odoptlon of 
common  eur-op11Uiln  positions  In  thlg  sphere  In olf'der  to 
safcagunrd  Eur-opa~'ll  lnd~pend(meG,  pr'OtQC~ Its vlt31  lntoM!ltl3 
and  SJtrengthon  itg  Qll'C:urlty, 
. elosl!l  culture!  co-op~rDtlon  ~mong.  tho  member  State~,  In 
order  to  p.-omote  an  .!lwaronE!>\!Ii  of common  culturol orlglnG 
liS  c  facet  of the  European  ld0ntity,  whil101  at '(he  SlllmG  ti100. 
drawing  on  th(!l  eJ<lstlng  vsriGlty  of lndivlduat traditions· 
and lntenglfying the mutual  «J~change of (nCp0rlcneas,  p&rU-
cu!arly  smong  you"'g  p<i!oplt:~, 
tho  hormonhtQtiOn  lln~  flllU'IChilV'dliatlon  of  furthltllf'  l!l!ffi&G  of 
thll9  le~ghUatlon of  the11  M0mbol"  States  In  ord®r to otr<etngthe11 
th®  common  ~uP<tp~an logs!  ecnaelousneeo  and er0ote o  fQI"!JGD 
union, 
the  Btrengthl!nlng  oncl  oMponslon  of  join~  c~tetlvltlll!!l  by iho 
me~ber St.ate$  to  cope,  through  co-ordin~ted  ·action,  with 
the  International  problems  of  th®  public ordrar,  mm)or  acts 
of vlolencQ,  terrorism end  trl.iln£lnQtlonal  crlmlncllty In g<aneral. 
3.  The  Eui"'pean  Cornmunlt!os,  which  contlnu0  to  be basad on  the 
Treaties  of  P£~rfs  and  Romca,  European  Polltlc6ll  Co•op~l"&tlon, · 
the  rules.  and  procadur0s of which  &r.-a  govsrned by the Reports 
of  Lul(embourg  (1970),  Copenhagt~n (1973},  ond  London  (1981), 
and  tt11i  European  Parllamont  t~P'Iall  co-operate  In tho  p~r~utt @1 
ths above  alms. 
4.  The  following  sholl  seP'I/0  in  particular  to  fuf'thot>  tP't<il  dt~~volop• 
ment of  European  Pollt1csl  Co-operation: 
lntensifiGd  r-egular  ond  tlmlilly  consult&tlcrw &lMOne  thea  Ten 
"  . 
with  Ill  v10w  to  unlti!ld  ec:tlon  on Dll  ln~CilrnatiC&"W:)I  questlonu 
of common  lnter'u~t. 
th0  adoption  of  fln&ll  positionS~ only aftclr con§ultDtlon wtm 
the oth01"  membef"  States, 
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acceptance  of  illt&tament•  by tho T0n  lllli  a  binding common 
blltls, 
strengthened  worldwide  contects· with· third countries  of 
particular lntere,_t to th0 Ten, 
Increased consideration of r®solutlons of the !umpoan ParG 
tlament In  ref.lchlng  docfsfona by the Tan. 
Part Two:  Institutions 
The  following  metasure!l  shtall  serva~  to  amalgamatm  thGJ  Gw.lstlng  struc  .. 
ture&  of  the  EuropGum  Communltlu  (EC),  European  PoJI~Iui 
Coooperatlon  ( EPC)  &}nd  tho  Eurapca<ln  Parll1ment  &nd  ~  ctrong~hcan 
the political  orlont&~tlon of th(J  work of  EuroPQQn  unlfh:llltlon: 
1,  The  structurtatl  for  dechllon•mcllklng  In  the  Europellln  Ccmmunltles 
.,nd  Europun  Polltlcml  Co:~•operatlon  llholl  bet  mergli!d  undor the 
responsibility  o~  th®  ll!:urop<!l4'n  CounciL  Tho  l!uropGJen  Council It 
.;,. organ  oV  pollilcal  guldanc0  of  tho  Euf"'pe&n  COfflfi\unlty  and 
'l Europun  Pollt!c.el  Co·opE!Irotlon.  It  lu  COft'lposed  of th(il  Hemds 
l')f  State  and  Govlllrnmont  mnd  the  Foreign Ministers of U'ls  mcam• 
\1er  St41ti\U!. 
rhe  Europ4!on  Council  !lhalt dGIIbermte  upo~ aU  m~tteru conc:Glm• 
'="0  the  European  Community and  European  Polltfc&JI  Co-oporatlon  .  . 
~s  rneletlnga  shall  bQ  prepared  on  the  spec:llli  roapcnllllblllty or 
,. Foreign  Minister~.  The  EurotH!an  Council N'f take  d~JsiOnss 
.'.Hters  conc~.>r11ing  the  European  Communities  shall  continuo to 
:e  governed  by  thta  provl~iona and  proceduros  h;1ld  down  In  tht~ 
1 ruties  of  PDrlo  111nd  Rome  and  the  suppii!IM0nt.ory  agrQei'Mf'ltS 
.neroto. 
!he  Heads  of State l:lnd  Government reaffirm. that central  lmpor• 
• .tnce  attaches  to  the  Europelln  Parlfament In  the development cf 
a·.~  European  U.1lon,  llln  lmporumce  which  must  ~  Mfit&Cted  In 
Hs  participatOry  rights  and  control  functions.  They  therefore 
envisage  the following  Improvements  for  tho  ca.aunlty within 
lho acope of th61  TII'OGUes· of Porls end  Roiiwa: 
3~------------------· 
GDIZAAL  INPOIMATION 
c 1  J  The  cun>pean  Parliament  shall  debate  all  nwttlrs relating 
to  the  European  Community  and  European  Political  Co·op• 
eratlon • 
. f 2)  The  Eun>pean  Council. shall  report at  nalt•yearly tnteNata . 
to  tnt Ptf'llltnent.  It shalt furthtf' submit an  annual  repo,.t 
tD  the  Paf'llament  on  ~he progress towards  the EUROPEAN 
UNION.  In  the debate on  these reports the  European  Council 
shall  be riprtsented by  ltl Prttldtnt (by ont of Its membtrt). 
c))  Tht  Europun  Parliament may  s_ubmlt  oral or written ques• 
tlons  concerning  all  aspects  of  European  Union  to  the 
Counclis  of  Ministers  and  the  Commiaslon.  It  may  make  . 
recommendatl~l to  the  European  Council,  tho Councils of 
Ministers,  and the  Commi~tlon. The resolutions of the Eu'ro-
pun Parliament shall  be fo..warded  to  the Council of Forelen 
Ministers  for  discussion  by  It,  If the PerllarMnt asks for 
the CounciiGs  commentt  In 'this respect,  the Council  thall 
comply  with  th1  request.  TM  Pr11ldent of the  Council 
shall  keep  the  European  Ptrlla~Mnt Informed .through the 
lattor8a  Political  Committee  of the tlubJects of  lnternatl~al 
policy dult with  In  the scope of European  Political  Co•oper•  .  . 
atlon . 
. (4)  Befot't the appointment. of  the President of the CommiiiiOft, 
the  President of tht Cour'\cll  1h1ll  consult the PNIIdent of 
the  Europeen  Parliament.  After  the  eppOintment  of the 
mtmbtr'l  of  the  Commission  by  the  Governmentl  of  the 
mentber  Stattl,  an  lnvtstlture debate. should  bt htlc:l  In 
which  the  Parlltment  ahall  dlscu11  the progt'ammt  o1  the 
Commission. 
(I)  The Parliament  11  ouocla~ed with  legal  acts of the Commun• 
lty,  which  are of  gen•rel  importence 1nd. have  significant 
financial  implications,  on  the bails of the joint. decl1r1tlon 
of  4 M1rch  ,975  of  the  European  Parliament,  the  Council 
and  the  Commlulon  on  the  conciliatiOn  proeldut'l.  The 
conciliation  procedure  lhtll  be applied  mutetls mutandis  In 
e  w1y  1ulted  to  ,:.rectlctl  requirements In  nof'll\ltlw decl· 
alons by the Counclll of Minister"•  pursuant to the Treatln 
of  Parts and  Rome  If  lri  Its comments  the Perllament  NQuettl 
the  Initiation  of  tho conclll•tlon  procedure  beclu~ of the 
partlcuter, significance of. aueh declsfona. 
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(8)  8tfOI"e  the  •ccesslon  or  nsoclation  of, further St1te1  and 
before the conclusion of International  treaties  by the  Euro•  .  . 
ptan  Comrnunltlts  the  European  Parliament  shall  be heard; 
Its  appropriate  committees  thill be Infor-med  on  a  contln\1• 
out b ..  r..  In  rormulatlng the expanded Mtl"lng procedure; 
due regtl"d  thall  be alvtn to thi requll"'ttff''tnti  of COtttlcfM• 
tlallty and  urgency. 
(7)  In  the  further  dtve•opmenl  or  DIIIC  ana  nu!Nft 'P'Ighte, 
aptclal  legitimacy  attechei  to  tht dtllbtrltlona 1nd  deer~ 
slons ·of  the  European  Plrllamtnt. 
(8)  Contlnuoua  reciprocal  contoct1  and  conaultetlon;  bGtwotn 
the  European  Parliament  and  the  natiOf'tl  Ptrllamtntt 
thould  be  developod  further,  with  the lttter deflnlnt tht 
rtltvant  procedures;  with  1  vltw  to  tnhtnclng  public 
awartneu  of  Eui"Optln  unification tnd mtklng the dtbltll 
on  aspect• of'  Eui"Opun  Union  moN fl"ultful. 
(1)  The  Council  of  Foreign  Ministers  ahtll  be l'taponalblt tor 
European  Pollt.lcal  Co•OptP'Itlo". 
Thlt shell  not arttct tho  powtf'l of tht CouncU  of tht luro• 
ptan  ComMunltltt  PUI"IUint  to  th  .. Tt'tltltl or  Perle  and 
Aomt. 
·The  co•ol"dlnatton  In  matters  of  security  should  pi"OMOte 
cOfftmon  action with  a  view  to tafegutrdlnt the Independence 
of  l!uropt,  pl"otect_lng  Ita  v1t11  lntereatt and  strengthenlno 
ltl otcu,.lty. Fot"  th1aae  dlscuulons the Council may  conveno 
In  1  dlfferint  c~~posltlon If there  Is  a  need to dul with 
lftltttl"l of common  lnttr'ttt ln.  moN 'detail, 
(2)  In  addition,  a  Council  of Ministers respontlblt for cultur1t 
c:o•ope,.•tlon  and  •  Council  of Mlnltltra of Juttlct thlll be 
established. 
(3)  The  European  Council  m•v  decide on  the establishment of 
rurthtr  Council.•  of  MlniBttr'l  to co-orcnnlltt  the poUcy  or 
tt\t ffttmbtr Statts tn tr'tlt not COYeNd  by tht TrtatiH of 
Parle  and  ROIM. 
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(~)  The Council  of  Foreign  Mlnlstirs  may  appoint  committees  to 
deal  with  spoclfic:  questions;  they  5hllll  report to the Council. 
Both  the  Council  .and  the committees  may. avail  themselves 
of the services of  e)(ptrts. 
(5)  The  role  of  tha  Presidency ·In  Europun  Polltlul  Co-oper• 
atlon  will  bo  strengthened  by  both  e!(pandlng  Its  pow.ers 
os  regards  Initiatives  and  co-ordination  and  enhancing ltl 
operativo capabilities. 
S.  The  Council  of  Ministers  responsible  fo,.  cultural  co•operatlon 
shall  hold  regular  exchanges  of  views  on  ·erose  co-operation  In 
th1  cultural  spnere  in  order  to  harm~nlze their  positions  on 
cultural  matters  as  far  u  possible,  For  thP.se  deliberations the 
.  .  . 
member  Statts may  be  represented  by their  rnpt>ctive competent 
Ministers  ln  accordance  with  constitutional  provisions. 
8.  Th_e  Council  of Ministers  of JuHke shall  hold  regular t)(Changes 
of  views  on  aspects of co-oper4!tion  in  matters of legal  oolicy  In 
Ol"dtl"  to  promote  the  EUROPEAN  UNION  .In  'this  sQI;-:~re  too, 
.7.  The  European  Council  and  the Councils of  Ministers  shall,  whero 
matters  pertaining  to  the  Eur"opean  Communities  ar"e  concerned, . 
be  assisted  by  the  S~cretarlat of  the  Co~ncll and,  (n  the fields. 
I  . 
of foreign  policy,  secuf"•ty  policy  and cultural  co•operetion,  by 
1n  l)(pandablo  Socretorlat  or  European  Political  Co•operatlon. 
(1)  In  vlow  of  the  ne•d  to  Improve  the decision-making pro• 
cesses  and  hence  the  Europeiri  CommunltiesB  capacity for 
action,  decisive  Importance  attaches  to  the  voting  proce· 
dures  provided  In  the  Treaties  of  P1rls ·and  Rome.  The 
member  States  will  utilize  every opportunity  to  facilitate' 
decision-making. 
(2).  To  this  end  greater use should  be made  of the poulblllty 
of  abstaining  from  voting  so  as ,not  to  obmtru~t decisions. 
A  member  State wt'tlch  considers  It  necessary  lO  prevent I 
decision  by  Invoking · Its  "vltlll  Interests"  In  .eKceptlonal  ' . 
clrc~;~mstances  will . be  required to state fn  writing  It~ 1pe· 
clflc  reasons for doing  10. 
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(3)  The  Council  will  take nota of the stated reasons and derer 
Its  dedalon  until  Its  next  meetlru~.  If  on  that occaaion tht 
mtmbtr  State  concerned  once  more  Invoke'  Its  "vital 
lnterett.s"  by  the  umt  procedure  a  decision  will  ~gain 
not be taken • 
. (4)  Within  th111  scope of  Eu(Op~an Political  Go-operation  ~~ wtn, 
the  member  States  shall  utilize every oppor"tunltv to faelll· 
tate  cfeelslon•maklng,  In  order to •rrlve more  quickly at a 
common  position. 
I.  The  Heads  or  State and  Government .  atr.ss the pa,.tlcular  impor"• 
tance  attaching  to  the  ~OMMISSION al guardian of lhe -rreatles 
of Paris and  Rome  and at a  driving  force  II"  the  proc4!sS  of  Euro· 
peen  Integration.  tn  ado11tlon  to  its taskt and  powers  under the 
Treaties or  Ptrl&  and  Rome,  the Commission  advi$el and supports 
the  European Council,  whose  me~tings It a.ttends,  with  proposals 
and  comments.  It  is  to be euoclated closely with  EuMpean  Poll· 
tlctl Co-operation. 
10.  Tht  COURT  OF  JUSTICE  of  the  Europe<m  Communities  has an 
Important  role  to  play  In  the  process  tudlng to  the  EUROPEAN 
UNION.  In  tnsurlng .the obttl"vance lnd further development or 
Community  law,  It  acts  In  ICCOr"dance  with  the Treaties of Paris . 
end  Rome.  It should bt gr1nted approprlete  powert of lnterprt• 
tltlon  and  po11lbly  or trbitratlon  under  lnternttlonal  trutlu 1, 
concluded between member"  States. 
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Part Three:  Perspectives 
1.  All-othe,.  £urop  ..  n  Stetes .whl~h share the veluee end 1ltM  em• 
bodied  In  thla  Act end become  membel't of the European  Commu• 
nltles  may  accede· co  ~he ·"European  Act•  to  partlclpete  In  .the  ... 
,..lllll~lon of tho  EUROPEAN  UNION. 
I 
·on  1ccedlng  to  tho  European  C~uriltles they  under'Uike  to 
1ccedo  to  this  "European  Act". 
2.  The· Muds of State and  Government sh1ll  subject this "European 
Act"  to  e  gene.-al  review  five  yeers aftrtr  Its signing'  with  a  view 
to Incorporating  the progreu achieved  In  European  unification  In 
1  Trtaty on  the  EUROPEAN  UN ION.  To this end a  drift shall  be 
submitied  to  the  European  Council  by the For11gn· Ministers be• 
fore  thi tnd or' such  period and  pruenttd to  the European  Par·  .. 
·llament tor  comment. 
S.  IN  WITNESS  WHEREOfll '·  the  undel"slgned• High  Repr  ..  entatlvel of 
the  member  States,  conscious  of'  the  great. political  Importance 
which  they  attach  to  this  Common  DeclarAtion,  and  reaolved  to 
act In  accor:dtmce  with tholr will  11 t)(presstcl above;  htve appended  .. 
their algnatures to thll IUROPEAN  ACT. 
DONE  aat  thlll 
ON  B'EHALP'  OF  ·. 
Tht  Kingdom  of Belgium: 
I  I  t  I  I  I  I  •  I  I  I  I  I  I  •  :  I  I  I  I  I  ••  I  I 
Prime  Minister 
The  K lngdom of Denmork: 
Prim• Mlnleter 
.. 
The  Feder•J  Republic of Germany:  · 
.  . 
I  I  11 I  I  •  II I. II  I  I  II ••  I  I  II  I  I  I  I  1  I  I  II  I 
Fedor•l  Chancello,. 
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ThCl  Hellenic  Aepub'llc: 
.......................... 
p'''" Mlnlater 
,The  French  Republic: 
...................... 
President o' the.  AepubHc 
The  Irish Restubtlc: 
.............  It ••••••• 
Prime Mlnlate,. 
The  ttall1n  Republic: 
e  I  t  t  I  It  I  It  I  I  '  It  I  I  I  I  I  S  I  It  t 
President or  the Council  or  Mlnltttrt 
I  II  It  t  It  It  It  It  llo  •  •  It  lo  t  It  It  •  t  ••  It  e  It  J  It  It  It  I  It  I  I  I  t  t 
Prime Mlnrnter  · :• · 
The  Kingdom o' tho  N'ethtf"lande: 
t• It  •  •  t  I  •  •  I  It  It Itt t  t  I  I  It  It  I  6  t  I  I  Itt I  It Itt I 
Prime Minister 
The  United  Klnvdom ot Gf'ett  lrltaln 
1nd  Northern  lrtllnd~  · 
t  •  I  •  •  I  It  It  •  I  •  t  It  It  •  e  6  •  t  I  It  ...  t  •  It  It  It  t  '  1t  I  It  It  •  t  t 
Prime Minister 
II 
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Draft atatomont on  questions of economic lntogrttlon 
.1.  Tho  achievement  of  the  !uropean  Union  rtqulrtl further  progrest 
11  roga.rde  tho  economic  integration  of  Europe.  Therefore  tho 
Hoad1  of  State  end  Covernmont  roafflrm  In  tho  Eul"opean  Act  the 
prlmery  goal  of  atr&ngthonlng  and  developing  the  EurO!tlln  Cont• 
munltlot  In  accordance with tho Troatlos of Puis and Rome. 
2.  Tho  tolutlon  of  tho  problema  currently  being  dealt  with  In  tho 
European  Communities  Ia  uaontlal  If  tho  tollderlty  of  tho  Com• 
munlty  11  to be atrengthoned. 
3.  Thlt  lmplloa,  In  tho  lnteroat of  all  mombor  States  and  tho  1tandard 
of  living  of  their citizens,  a  functioning  Internal  market,  an  adjuit· 
m,nt of  tho  common  llilrlcultural  policy  and  an  Improvement  In  the . 
budgetary  ttructu,.o.  The  Common  Market  must  not only be m1ln· 
talnod but brought to completion. 
4.  Tho  Europun  Monobry  Syatom, ·which  hat  led  to  tho  creation  of 
a  major  zone  of  monetary  otablllty,  11  a  poaltlvo  element.  Beyond 
tho  monetary  stability  guaranteed  by tho  EMS,  the member  States 
should  ttrlvo  to  achleo.o  ·~  lncroaalng  convorgilnco  of  tholr  econ• 
omits.  In  tho  perspec:tlvt  of  Economic  1nd  Monetary  Union  which, 
11  1  put of  the  European  Union,  Is  to consolidate  the economic 
and  financial  solldcrlty of  tho  Community,  they  thould  aim  at ·• 
clotor  coordinetlon  of  tholr  economic  pollcltt,  not ltltt In. vllw  of 
the 'urt:fler. development of tho EMS. 
The  member  Stlteo  ahould  examine  how,  within  tho  fr~work of 
the  meana  available,  Community  policies  sult1blt  foP.  1chlevlng  the 
goal of Integration might be dovtlopod. 
5.  Tht  aecoulon  of  Spain  and  Portugal  to  the  Europetn  Community 
1hould  bGcomo  reality  In  tho  1ntere1t  of  contolldatlnlil  democr.cy · 
In  Europe,  ewpandlng  the  European  economic  trtl and  1trongthtn• 
lng Europe'a poaltlon  In  the world. 
&.  A  Europun  Community  compl•ted  and  strengthened  In  this  way 
will  be  In  a  position  to  utHixe  tho  potentl11l  of the  Europetn  ocon• 
omlc  aroa,  lncroaao · itt  compatltlvonell,  Improve  polllbllttltl  for 
lnvtotmGntD  ond thue roduco the level of '.unemployment.  .  .. 
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.Friday, 15 October 1982 
on the draft European Act submitted by the Governments of the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
Italian Republic 
The European Parliament, 
A.  having regard  to  the  draft European  Act  and progress in consideration thereof, more 
specifically: 
its  submis.~ion to the Europt.'an Council on  6 November 1981  by the Governments of 
:h: Fcd,::a] Republic of Gumany anJ the lta!i.tn  Repubiic, 
its presentation to the European Parliament on 19  November 1981 by Mr Genscher 
and 'Mr Colombo and the ensuing parliamentary debate, 
- the decision  by  the European Council of 27  November 1981  to invite  the  Foreign 
Ministers to examine and clarify the draft in conjunction with the Commission, 
- the activities of the ad hoc working party set up by the Foreign Ministers during the 
Belgian Presidency of the Council in  the first half of 1982, with a view to the study 
requested, 
- the outcome of the Foreign Ministers' Council of 20 june 1982, 
- the interim report of the Danish President-in-Office of the Council submitted to the 
European Parliament on 7 july 1982, 
B.  pointing out th~t--d~rl~g i98i politiear ancf5ocl0.:econoffiic  circurnstailceshave-~ince 
deteriorated both internationally and within the Community to such a degree that any 
delay  in  the  process  of European  integration  warrants  criticism  of lack  of political 
insight, courage and a sense of responsibility for  the future of the peoples of Europe, 
whereas the planned  and  imminent  accession  of Spain  and  Portugal  means  that it is 
essential to strengthen the Community and speed up European Union, 
C.  whereas the draft European  Act  should be  seen  in the context of recent initiatives  at 
institutional  level  emanating  from  the  different  Community  bodies:  Council, 
Commission and Parliament, 
rc..:alling  that the  Europt·an  Parliament  in  particular has takm a number of  ir.1portan~ 
initiatives such  as  the eight resolutions designed  to improve  inter-institutional relations 
within  the  framework  of the  existing  Treaties  (1981  and  1982),  and  above  all  the 
resolution of 6 July 1982 on the European Parliament's guidelines for the reform of the 
Treaties and the achievement of European Unions (1), 
convinced that the intention enshrined  in  the draft European Act  to give  Parliament a 
greater collaborative role will be credible to the legitimate representatives of the citizens 
of  Europe  only  when  the  Council,  within  the  framework  of  inter-institutional 
agreements,  translates  into  reality  Parliament's  past  proposals  on inter-institutional 
relations in a manner satisfactory to it, 
D.  having regard to the interim report by the Political Affairs Committee (Doc.  1-648/82), 
1.  Regards  the  draft  European  Act  as  a  welcome  contribution  to fresh  progress  in  the 
Community and the creation of a European Union; 
2.  Points  out  that  the  implementation  of  the  European  Act  must  be  accompanied  by 
progress  on  a  common  policy  to  combat  unemployment  and  to  protect  the  natural 
environment, if the idea of European union is to gain acceptance among the citizens of the 
Community; 
3.  Considers that the  Council should continue its  investigation and consideration  of the 
draft with speed and strength of purpose so that decisions can be taken by the beginning of 
1983 at the latest; 
(1)  Qj No C 238, 13. 9. 1982, P· 25. 
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4.1. the  fundamental  principles of the Community, in  particular  the  decision-making and · 
voting procedures, laid down in the Treaties; 
4.2.  the Community's obligation to respond to the growing needs of its cinsh'zc:ns
1
dinbthe
1
aread 
of economic and social solidarity and, more specifically, the role that  ou  e p aye 
by  the  Community  institutions  in  counteracting  the . dramatic  increase · in 
unemployment;  · 
4.3.  the institutional standpoints of the European Parliament- the dcmocrtic and directly 
dected representative body of the citizens of Europe- with a _view  to  _har_mo~izing as 
far as possible the objectives and action programmes  o~ the  different  msututmn~  ~fa 
single  Community,  in  both the  short and long  term,  m  the context of the  ex1snng 
Treaties and also in 3Jlticipation of a new Treaty; 
4.4.  the forthcoming enlargement; 
4.5.  the  repeated statements, induqing those of the Council, on  ~e need to achieve real 
European Union in the near future; 
S.  Requests  the  Council  and  the  Commission  to  devote  particular  attention  to  the 
provisions  in  the draft European  Act  regarding  the  prospects  of a  n~  'Treaty on the 
-· ----------·  -- ------·-~-- - ··--·- ------ ..... ·---·-·--· 
European  Union',  taking  into  account  the  initiatives  of an  institurl~nal narure  already-
taken by the European Parliament~ 
6.  Requests  the  Council  to  make every  effort to ensure  that Parliament is  in~olved in 
further consideration o( the draft European Act in a manner consonant with true democraey 
and in particular: 
6.1.  that  the  President-in-Office  of the  Council  should  report  to  the  Political  Affairs 
Committe~ and Parliament at regular intervals  on  the progress made by  the ad hoc 
working party" and on the discussions within the Council Itself; 
6.2.  that Parliament,. through conciliation procedure, should be involved in the study of the 
orovisions of the  Act  that concern inter-institutional relations  with Parliament itself, 
and urges that without delay account should be  taken of the resolutions adopted by 
Parliament in  1981  and  1982 on interinstitutional relations within the framework of 
· the existing Treaties;· 
'.  C;,lls  upt>n  the Coundl therefore to make the  further consideration of the resolutions 
adnptl'd  hr  Parktmcnt  since  1981  on  relations  between  Council  and  Parliament,  on 
Parliament's  righi:  to  initiate legislation  and  its  role  in' the negotiation and ratification of 
accession' agreements and other treaties and agreements betWeen the Community and third 
countries the central items of the meeting between the 10 Foreign Ministers and the Bureau 
of the European Parliament in  December 1982; 
8.  Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission and the Council, to 
the Foreign M;nisters meeting in political cooperation and to the national parliameftts of  the 
Member Statl"s of the Community.  · 
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